Hi P4’s
Here is today’s update:

- We have a team of people at the college working on creative solutions to ensure that we can **meet the graduation requirements** (including ACPE required hours and rotation types) for your cohort. Because each one of you has a different situation, the solutions are different for everyone. You should be hearing from the Office of Experiential about your individual plan by the end of this week. Please note that that the plan means changes for almost all of you with the goal of ensuring everyone has an opportunity to meet the requirements.

- The University has cancelled **commencement** exercises, and this has been difficult for our entire college community. Our number one priority right now is to make sure that we can get you all graduated on time. Once we solve this, we can start thinking about how to acknowledge this important milestone together at a later date. In the meantime, it makes sense to have you **cancel your academic attire order with Jostens and receive a reimbursement**. Please contact Jostens directly at 800-854-7464 to cancel your order and initiate a reimbursement. In the event your order has already shipped to the College of Pharmacy, we will return it upon receipt to Jostens on your behalf. Jostens has already been notified that UM will not be holding commencement activities so they should not be telling you that ceremonies are being rescheduled. If you have any questions about your academic attire or have any issues with Jostens, please contact Hilda McDonald at hildiris@med.umich.edu.

- Photo of APPE Planning group pretty much following the social distance 6 foot rule appears below. (Photo by BAM)
Have some faith, the people in this photo want you to graduate on time as much as you do and are doing everything they can to make it happen!

BAM

Bruce A. Mueller, Pharm.D., FCCP, FASN, FNKF
Senior Associate Dean
University of Michigan College of Pharmacy
428 Church Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1065
Phone 734-615-4578  Fax 734-763-2022
https://pharmacy.umich.edu/people/muellerb
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